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Abstract
According to the Coleman-Glashow null theorem if all the symme-
try breaking effects belong to the same regular representation (octet
in the case of SU(3) and 15 in the case of SU(4)) and are gener-
ated in a tadpole type mechanism, the strangeness changing (charm
changing) weak transitions generated through the S6 (S9) tadpole
must vanish. Exploiting this null result, we find relations between
the BBP coupling constants which allow us to write the coupling con-
stants in terms of two parameters and baryon masses. Fixing these
two parameters ( gNNpi and gΛΣpi) from experiments, we estimate the
remaining coupling constants.
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1 Introduction
From the strong coupling constants extracted from data, it seems
very well established that SU(3) invariance does not work for the
BBP strong couplings, gBjBkPi, the Yukawa coupling of the pseu-
doscalar mesons with baryons. Some form of symmetry breaking
must be invoked in order to account for the observed couplings.
In a simple method [1,2] the SU(3) symmetry breaking at the
BBP vertex could be accounted for by exploiting the Coleman-
Glashow null theorem [3] for the tadpole type symmetry breaking.
For the symmetry breaking effects, the medium strong (responsi-
ble for the mass diferences in the internal symmetry multiplets),
the electromagnetic and the weak effects, transforming as the
members of the same octet, the strangeness changing scalar tad-
pole S6 can be rotated away by a unitary transformation. There-
fore, the strangeness changing transitions generated through S6
must vanish. This is the Coleman-Glashow theorem. The cur-
rent algebra and the Partially Conserved Axial Vector Current
(PCAC) hypothesis have been used to write expression for the
amplitudes of non-leptonic decays of hyperons in terms of the
strong BBP coupling constants and baryon masses by Marshak et
al. [4] and others [5] in the quark density model. The Coleman-
Glashow theorem requires that these expressions for the parity
conserving modes must all be equal to zero. The decays can,
however, arise through current ⊗ current form of the weak inter-
actions, which can be fairly satisfactorily explained on the basis
of the standard model. Marshak et al. [4] have explicitly shown
that these amplitude expressions due to tadpole indeed go to zero
if all couplings and masses are SU(3) invariant. The null result
has also been shown [6] to hold when the SU(3) symmetry for the
couplings and for the masses is assumed broken via the tadpole
mechanism. The requirement that each of the weak non-leptonic
decay amplitude generated through the S6 tadpole must be zero,
then gives relations among the symmetry broken coupling con-
stants and baryon masses. For the eight BBP coupling constants
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involving pions and kaons, six relations are obtained [1,2]. Thus
the eight coupling constants are determined in terms of only two
parameters, no more than the SU(3) symmetric case. The SU(3)
symmetry broken BBP couplings so obtained are in good agrre-
ment with the available experimental numbers [7-10].
The null result proved initailly for the SU(3) case is valid for
the SU(4) case also if the symmetry breaking effects belong to the
regular representation 15. The current ⊗ current weak Hamilto-
nian responsible for the hadronic weak decays of charmed baryons
belongs to the 20′′ and
84 representations of the SU(4). The tadpole part of the weak
Hamiltonian will belong to the 15 representation. And it is this
piece of the Hamiltonian which will give zero amplitude for the
decays. The considerations can thus be generalised to the charm
sector and relations for the strong couplings obtained. This was
done [2] for some of the charm baryon coupling constants.
In this work, we do a detailed analysis and calculate all the
strong coupling constants of charm baryons involving pi, K, D
and Ds mesons by considering pi and K emitting parity conserv-
ing decays whether kinematically allowed or not. Now that the
hadronic properties of heavier baryons have become a real pos-
sibilty, the strong coupling constants involving charmed baryons
are of immediate interest for studying them, e.g., for studying
weak hadronic decays of charm baryons [11,12 ]. We develop our
formalism in section (2) and list our results in section (3) giving
relations among various strong couplings. Numerical estimates
are given in section (4).
2 Non-leptonic Baryon Decays
The matrix element for the baryon decay process
Bj → Bk + Pi (1)
can be expressed as
M = −〈BkPi|HW |Bj〉 = u¯Bk [iA+Bγ5]uBj (2)
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where j, k represent internal symmetry (SU(3), SU(4)) indices
for the initial and final baryons and i is the index for the emitted
pseudoscalar meson. A and B are the pv (parity-violating) and
the pc (parity-conserving) decay amplitudes respectively. This
three hadron matrix element can be reduced [4,5] to the baryon-
baryon transition matrix element of HW by the application of
current algebra along with the PCAC hypothesis as
M =
i
fP
〈Bk|[Q5i , HW ]|Bj〉+MP (3)
where Q5i is the axial generator associated with the meson Pi and
fP is the corresponding pseudoscalar meson decay constant. The
contribution from the pole diagram is contained in MP .
2.1 Quark density model
The tadpole piece of the weak Hamiltonian in SU(3), for example,
is written as
H∆S=1W = GpvP7 +GpcS6 (4)
where S6 and P7 are the scalar and pseudoscalar quark densities
transforming as λ6 and λ7 components of an SU(3) octet respec-
tively.
The symmetry breaking in mass is described by
M =M0 + δMsS8 + δMemS3 (5)
The assumption that S8 the medium strong, S3 the electromag-
netic and S6 the weak symmetry breaking tadpoles belong to the
same octet is called the universality hypothesis for the spurions.
However, one can always find an SU(3) transformation such that
the strangeness changing scalar tadpole S6 can be rotated away
leaving behind the medium strong and electromagnetic pieces S8
and S3 respectively as the diagonal eighth and third components
of the SU(3) octet. The strangeness changing effects generated
through S6 must, therefore, vanish. Within the framework of
current algebra this can be seen easily [4,5].
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For the pc-weak Hamiltonian (4), the general expression (3)
gives for the p-wave amplitudes
〈B′kPi|HPCW |Bj〉 = −
√
2
fP
dism〈Bk|Pm|Bj〉
+
ajmgmki
Mj −Mm
Mk +Mj
Mk +Mm
+
gjniank
Mk −Mn
Mj +Mk
Mj +Mn
(6)
where m, n are indices for the intermediate baryons in the s-
channel and u-channel respectively. ajm is the PC weak transi-
tion amplitude of Bj → Bm. Mj is the mass of Bj, s is unitary
index for the weak spurion with fixed value 6 for the strangeness
changing weak baryon decays. Using the universality of the spu-
rions and the SU(3) symmetry for the strong couplings and the
baryon masses we see [3] that the decay amplitudes in equation
(6) are all zero if we take δMs = − 2√3fpi.
It is straightforward to generalize this formalism to the charm
sector. Quark-density weak Hamiltonian for charm changing (∆C
= -1, ∆S = 0) mode is given by
H∆C=−1,∆S=0W = GpvP10 +GpcS9 (7)
and the mass breaking is given by
M =M0 + δMcS15 + δMsS8 + δMemS3 (8)
Here, mass breaking terms S15, S8 and S3 and the weak symmetry
breaking tadpole S9 are assumed to belong to the same 15 repre-
sentation of the SU(4). Now the index s in eq.(6) would become
9 for the charm changing and strangeness conserving decays.
3 Relations among strong couplings
By considering various p-wave decay modes in the quark den-
sity model and setting them equal to zero, we obtain relations
containing strong coupling constants, meson decay constants and
baryon masses. We list the results according to the decay modes
involved.
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3.0.1 pi Couplings
There are ten SU(2) invariant couplings involving pions. The four
couplings NNpi, ΛΣpi, ΣΣpi, ΞΞpi exist for the SU(3) octet (C=0)
baryons ( N,Λ,Σ,Ξ) whereas the remaining ΣcΛcpi, ΣcΣcpi Ξ
′
cΞ
′
cpi,
ΞcΞ
′
cpi, ΞcΞcpi for the 3
∗-(Λc,Ξ′c) and 6-(Σc,Ξc,Ωc) of charm baryons
(C=1) and ΞccΞccpi for 3-(Ξcc,Ωcc) of (C=2) charm baryons.
3.0.2 K couplings
The K couplings are ΛNK, ΣNK, ΞΛK,ΞΣK for the octet
baryons corresponding to C=0, Ξ′cΛcK, Ξ
′
cΣcK, ΞcΛcK, ΞcΣcK,
ΩcΞcK and ΩcΞ
′
cK from representations 3
∗ and 6 corresponding
to C= 1 and ΩccΞccK from 3 corresponding to C=2 baryons. The
total number of coupling constants here is eleven.
3.1 Octet baryon strong couplings
From all the baryon decays in ∆C = 0, ∆S = 1 mode, whether
kinematically allowed or not, we get six independent relations for
the coupling constants. These relations allow us to write all the
eight pion and kaon couplings for the octet baryons in terms of
two parameters for which we choose gNNpi and gΛΣpi.
We consider the six decays Σ+ → npi+, Ξ0 → Σ−pi+, Λ →
ppi−, Σ− → npi−, Ξ0 → pK− and Ξ− → nK− and compute their
amplitudes by current algebra and soft pion technique [4] taking
the quark density model for the weak Hamiltonian. Setting each
of these amplitudes to zero, we get:
3.1.1 ∆C = 0, ∆S = 1 : pi-meson emitting decays of the hyperons
The decays Σ+ → npi+ and Ξ0 → Σ−pi+ yield two relations:
GΣΣpi = −2GNNpi +
√
3GΛΣpi (9)
GΞΞpi = GNNpi −
√
3GΛΣpi (10)
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Here, we have used the following definition:
GBjBkpi = gBjBkpi
2MN
MBj +MBk
The decays Λ→ ppi− and Σ− → npi− give
GΛNK =
√
2fpi
δMs
(
√
2GNNpi − 2√
6
GΛΣpi) (11)
GΣNK =
√
2fpi
δMs
(
2√
6
GNNpi −
√
2GΛΣpi) (12)
3.1.2 ∆C = 0, ∆S = 1 : K-meson emitting decays of the hyperons
The decays Ξ0 → pK− and Ξ− → nK− give rise to the following
relations:
GΞΣK =
1
2
(−
√
3GΛNK +GΣNK) (13)
GΞΛK = −1
2
(GΛNK +
√
3GΣNK) (14)
Substitution of Eqs. (11) and (12) into the equations (13) and
(14) allows us to express gΞΣK and gΞΛK in terms of gNNpi and
gΛΣpi,
GΞΛK =
√
2fpi
δMs
(−
√
2GNNpi +
4√
6
GΛΣpi) (15)
GΞΣK =
√
2fpi
δMs
(− 2√
6
GNNpi) (16)
Equations (9), (10), (11) and (12) already express the coupling
constants gΣΣpi, gΞΞpi, gΛNK and gΣNK in terms of gNNpi and gΛΣpi.
3.2 K-meson couplings of charm baryons
We now consider the K-meson emitting weak decays of charmed
baryons in the similar manner. ∆C = −1, ∆S = 0 decays Ξ′0c →
pK−, Ξ0c → pK−, Λc → Σ0K+, Σ+c → ΛK+ give rise to the
following relations:
GΞ′cΛcK =
1
2
√
6
GΛNK +
3
2
√
2
GΣNK (17)
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GΞ′cΣcK =
1
2
√
2
GΛNK − 3
2
√
6
GΣNK (18)
GΞcΛcK =
1
2
√
2
GΛNK − 3
2
√
6
GΣNK = GΞ′cΣcK (19)
GΞcΣcK =
3
2
√
6
GΛNK +
1
2
√
2
GΣNK (20)
Similarly the consideration of the Ξc/Ξ
′
c → Ξ +K modes gives
GΩcΞ′cK =
1
2
(GΛΞK −
√
3GΣΞK) (21)
GΩcΞcK =
1
2
(
√
3GΛΞK +GΣΞK) (22)
Further the decay Ωcc → Σ++c K− yields
GΩccΞccK = (
√
3GΞ′cΣcK −GΞcΣcK) (23)
Note that all the charm baryon K-couplings are related to the
octet baryon K-couplings. Finally, these are expressed in terms
of gΛΣpi and gNNpi as follows:
GΞ′cΛcK =
√
2fpi
δMs
(
2√
3
GNNpi − 5
3
GΛΣpi) (24)
− 1√
2
GΩcΞ′cK = GΞcΛcK = GΞ′ΣcK =
√
2fpi
δMs
(
1√
3
GΛΣpi) (25)
− 1√
2
GΩcΞcK = GΞcΣcK =
√
2fpi
δMs
(
2√
3
GNNpi −GΛΣpi) (26)
GΩccΞccK =
√
2fpi
δMs
(− 2√
3
GNNpi + 2GΛΣpi) = −
√
2GΣNK (27)
3.3 pi meson couplings of charmed baryons
3.3.1 pi-meson emittimg ∆C = −1, ∆S = 0 decays
These decays lead to the following relations:
√
3GΣcΛcpi −GΣcΣcpi = 2GNNpi (28)
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from the Σ0c → ppi−,
−2
√
3GΞ′cΞ′cpi + 2GΞcΞ′cpi = GΛΣpi +
√
3GΣΣpi (29)
from the Ξ′0c → Σ+pi−,
−2
√
3GΞcΞ′cpi + 2GΞcΞcpi =
√
3GΛΣpi −GΣΣpi (30)
from the Ξ0c → Σ+pi−,
√
2GΞccΞccpi = −
1√
2
GΣcΣcpi −
3√
6
GΛcΣcpi (31)
from the Ξ++cc → Σ+c pi+.
3.3.2 pi-meson emitting ∆C = 0, ∆S = 1 decays of charm baryons
However, the ∆C = 0, ∆S = 1 decay Ω+cc → Ξ++cc pi− leads to
GΩcΞccK = −
2√
3
(
√
2fpi
δMs
)GΞccΞccpi (32)
From the K-couplingsGΩcΞccK turns out to be equal to−
√
2GΣNK.
Substituting the expression of GΣNK in terms of GNNpi and GΛΣpi,
we obtain
GΞccΞccpi = GNNpi −
√
3GΛΣpi = GΞΞpi (37)
This relation combined with Eqns. (28) and (31) leads to
GΛcΣcpi = GΛΣpi (34)
GΣcΣcpi =
√
3GΛΣpi − 2GNNpi = GΣΣpi (35)
We have thus been able to write the three charmed baryon cou-
plings ΣcΛcpi, ΣcΣcpi, and ΞccΞccpi in terms of the two basic pa-
rameters gNNpi and gΛΣpi. To express the remaining pi-mesons
couplings in terms of these parameters, we consider now the
∆C = 0, ∆S = 1 decays in Ξ0c → Λc + pi− modes. This de-
cay involves the mass breakings both due to δMc and δMs unlike
the decays considered so far which involve either of the two mass
breakings. Ignoring the term involving δMs / δMc, we get
GΞcΞ′cpi = −
GΛΣpi
2
(36)
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Using this result, the relations (29) and (30) yield the following
sumrules:
GΞcΞcpi = −
√
3
2
GΛΣpi +GNNpi (37)
GΞ′cΞ′cpi = −
5
2
√
3
GΛΣpi +GNNpi (38)
3.4 D-meson couplings of charm baryons
We have eleven gBB′D SU(2) invariant coupling constants: The
seven
gΛcND, gΣcND, gΞ′cΛD, gΞ′cΣD, gΞcΛD, gΞcΣD, gΩcΞD
correspond to C = 1→ C = 0 + D mode and the four
gΞccΣcD, gΞccΛcD, gΩccΞcD, gΩccΞ′cD
correspond to C = 2 → C + 1 + D mode.
Considering the pi-meson emitting ∆C = −1, ∆S = 0 decays
of the charm baryons, we obtain the following relations:
GΞ′cΣD =
√
2fpi
4δMc
(− 3√
6
GΛΣpi +
3√
2
GΣΣpi) (39)
from the decay Ξ′0c → Σ−pi+,
GΞcΣD = −
√
2fpi
4δMc
(
3√
2
GΛΣpi +
3√
6
GΣΣpi) (40)
from the decay Ξ0c → Σ−pi+,
GΛcND =
√
2fpi
4δMc
(−6GNNpi + 2
√
3GΛcΣcpi) (41)
from the decay Λc → npi+,
GΣcND =
√
2fpi
4δMc
2
√
3(GΣcΣcpi +GNNpi) (42)
from the decay Σ+c → npi+,
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GΩcΞD =
√
2fpi
4δMc
2
√
6GΞΞpi (43)
from the decay Ω0c → Ξ−pi+,
GΞ′cΛD = −
√
2fpi
4δMc
3
√
2(GΛΣpi +GΞ′cΞcpi +
1√
3
GΞ′cΞ′cpi) (44)
from the decay Ξ′+c → Λpi+,
GΞcΛD =
√
2fpi
4δMc
√
6(−GΛΣpi +GΞ′cΞcpi +
√
3GΞcΞcpi) (45)
from the decay Ξ+c → Λpi+,
GΞccΛcD = −
√
2fpi
4δMc
(2
√
3GΛcΣcpi + 6GΞccΞccpi) (46)
from the decay Ξ++cc → Λ+c pi+,
GΞccΣcD =
√
2fpi
4δMc
(−3GΛcΣcpi +
√
3GΣcΣcpi) (47)
from the decay Ξ++cc → Σ+c pi+,
GΩccΞcD =
√
2fpi
4δMc
(6GΞ′cΞcpi − 2
√
3GΞcΞcpi) (48)
from the decay Ω+cc → Ξ0cpi+,
GΩccΞ′cD =
√
2fpi
4δMc
(6GΞ′cΞ′cpi − 2
√
3GΞcΞ′cpi) (49)
from the decay Ω+cc → Ξ′0c pi+.
Thus, all the D-meson strong couplings are related to the pi-
meson couplings which in turn have been expressed in terms of
the two basic parameters gΛΣpi and gNNpi.
3.5 Ds-meson couplings of charm baryons
There are seven gBB′Ds couplings;
gΛcΛDs, gΣcΣDs, gΞcΞDs, gΞ′cΞDs
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corresponding to C = 1 → C = 0 + Ds modes, and
gΞccΞcDs, gΞccΞ′cDs, gΩccΩcDs
corresponding to C = 2 → C = 1 + Ds modes. Applying our
formalism to K+ meson emitting ∆C = −1, ∆S = 0 decays, we
obtain the following relations:
GΛcΛDs =
√
2fK
4δMc
2
√
2GΛNK (50)
from the decay Λ+c → ΛK+,
GΣcΣDs = −
√
2fK
4δMc
2
√
6GΣNK (51)
from the decay Σ0c → Σ−K+,
GΞcΞDs =
√
2fK
4δMc
2
√
3GΣNK (52)
from the decay Ξ0c → Ξ−K+,
GΞ′cΞDs =
√
2fK
4δMc
2
√
3GΛNK (53)
from the decay Ξ′0c → Ξ−K+,
GΞccΞcDs =
√
2fK
4δMc
(−3GΛNK −
√
3GΣNK) (54)
from the decay Ξ+cc → Ξ0cK+,
GΞccΞ′cDs =
√
2fK
4δMc
(−
√
3GΛNK − 3GΣNK) (55)
from the decay Ξ+cc → Ξ′0c K+,
GΩccΩcDs =
√
2fK
4δMc
√
6(
√
3GΛNK −GΣNK) (56)
from the decay Ω+cc → Ω0cK+. Note that all gBB′Ds couplings
are related to the two octet baryon K-couplings gΣNK and gΛNK
which have already been written in terms of gNNpi and gΛΣpi.
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4 Numerical Work
To obtain the numerical values of the symmetry broken coupling
constants, we need the values of gNNpi, gΛΣpi, fpi, fK, δMs and
δMc. We take
g2NNpi
4pi
= 14.6,
g2ΛΣpi
4pi
= 11.1
from Pilkuhn et al. [7],
fpi = 132MeV, fK = 166MeV,
and the mass breakings
δMs = −160MeV, δMc = −1150MeV.
are determined from the baryon mass differences. Values of the
coupling constants obtained are tabulated in the third column of
table 1 and they are compared with the SU(4) symmetric values
shown in the second column.
5 Discussion
With the help of Coleman-Glashow null result, we are able to
determine symmetry breaking at the pseudoscalar BBP vertices
without introducing any new parameters. The estimated coupling
constants are way off from the symmetric values and are in good
agreement with experimental values available at present.
The experimental values for g2ΣΣpi/4pi from the compilation of
Nagels et al. [9] and for g2ΛNK/4pi and g
2
ΣNK/4pi quoted from
Baillon et al. [10] are respectively 13.4 ± 2.1, 20.4 ± 3.7 and
1.9± 3.2. The estimated value of g2ΛcΣcpi/4pi is in good agreement
with the current algebra calculation [13] and estimated value [14]
using Melosh transformation and PCAC. We find that the strong
couplings to charm mesons are reduced in the presence of the
SU(4) flavour symmetry breaking. This provides a significant
test of the formalism considered here.
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With more studies on charmed baryons, the coupling constants
are likely to find use in calculations, for example, of charmed
baryon-antibaryon bound states [15], baryon-exchange forces [16],
charmed baryon weak decays [17,18], where because of the lack
of knowledge on broken coupling constants, invariant couplings
have been used. For weak hadronic decays [11,12], use of the
symmetry broken coupling constants affects the pole contribu-
tions significantly.
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Table Ia
Strong pi/K-Coupling Constants
Coupling Symmetric Value Symmetry Broken Value
BB′P of g2BB′P/4pi of g
2
BB′P/4pi
NNpi 14.60∗ 14.60∗
ΛΣpi 11.10∗ 11.10 ∗
ΣΣpi 3.50 14.03
ΞΞpi 3.80 1.50
ΛcΣcpi 11.10 46.79
ΣcΣcpi 3.50 59.39
ΞcΞcpi 0.88 17.17
ΞcΞ
′
cpi 2.77 13.59
Ξ′cΞ
′
cpi 0.98 0.08
ΞccΞccpi 3.80 15.00
ΛNK 10.80 18.20
ΣNK 3.80 0.90
ΞΛK 0.002 2.20
ΞΣK 14.60 24.69
ΞcΣcK 1.75 29.02
Ξ′cΣcK 5.55 22.91
ΞcΛcK 5.55 29.92
Ξ′cΛcK 1.95 0.10
ΩcΞcK 3.50 66.77
ΩcΞ
′
cK 11.10 52.97
ΩccΞccK 7.60 28.46
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Table Ib
Strong D/Ds-Coupling Constants
Coupling Symmetric Value Symmetry Broken Value
BB′P of g2BB′P/4pi of g
2
BB′P/4pi
ΛcND 10.8 0.90
ΣcND 3.80 0.05
ΞcΛD 5.70 0.09
ΞcΣD 1.90 0.03
Ξ′cΛD 1.80 0.18
Ξ′cΣD 5.40 0.58
ΩcΞcD 7.60 0.15
ΞccΣcD 29.20 7.22
ΞccΛcD 0.002 0.34
ΩccΞ
′
cD 0.005 0.38
ΩccΞcD 14.60 4.03
ΛcΛDs 7.20 1.05
Ξ′cΞDs 10.80 1.95
ΣcΣDs 7.60 0.18
ΞcΞD 3.80 0.11
ΞccΞcDs 14.60 6.03
ΞccΞ
′
cDs 0.002 0.56
ΩccΩcDs 29.20 13.41
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